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1

Friday Morning Session,

2

December 15, 2017.

3

- - -

4

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

We'll call the

5

meeting of the Franklin County Board of Elections to

6

order.

We'll take roll.

7

Kim Marinello.

8

MEMBER MARINELLO:

9

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

Here.
Mike Sexton.

10

MEMBER SEXTON:

Here.

11

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

12

(No response.)

13

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

14

MEMBER SINNOTT:

15

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

16

The first item of business is the

Doug Preisse.

Brad Sinnott.

I'm here.
We have a quorum.

17

approval of the minutes from the November 6th, 2017

18

meeting and the November 21st, 2017 meeting of the

19

Franklin County Board of Elections.

20

MEMBER MARINELLO:

I move that the Board

21

approve the minutes of the November 6th, 2017 and the

22

November 21st, 2017 meetings of the Franklin County

23

Board of Elections.

24

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Second.

25

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

All those in
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favor, signify by saying aye.

2
3

(Thereupon, all members voted
affirmatively.)

4
5

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

All opposed, same

sign.

6

(No response.)

7

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

8

The first item is the review of a

9
10

Motion carries.

previously-rejected provisional ballot from Canal
Winchester.

11

Do you want to give us a historical --

12

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

Well, at this point,

13

after discussing it with Counsel, is that this should

14

be considered a hearing of the Board to address this

15

particular provisional ballot.

16

quasi judicial proceeding for purposes of evaluating

17

whether or not to accept or reject the provisional

18

ballot in this instance.

19
20
21

So, in effect, a

I'll begin by giving a little bit of
background.
MEMBER SINNOTT:

Wait, wait.

Have we

22

given notice that we're going to conduct a hearing

23

this morning?

24
25

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

Yes.

to two of the candidates involved.

Notice was given
I'll give some
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1

background.

2

The -- in this particular case, if you

3

recall, the Canal Winchester race for City Council

4

involved a single-vote margin.

5

The losing candidate, Bob Toledo, Robert

6

Toledo, made a public records request, asking for

7

information pertaining to the provisional ballots,

8

how many provisional ballots were cast, how many were

9

accepted, how many were rejected, names, address,

10

information of the individuals whose ballots were

11

rejected, and a copy of the front and back of the

12

provisional ballot envelope.

13

At that point we looked further into it

14

and determined that based on the information we had

15

that one of the ballots was in question, should not

16

have been rejected by the Board.

17

And so, with that, we determined that it

18

was appropriate for the Board to take up the matter,

19

to look at the ballot, look at the circumstances

20

surrounding that ballot at that point because it was

21

a one-vote margin.

22
23
24
25

Jill Amos and Robert Toledo were notified
of the hearing and they're present today.
DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

We also have

Mr. Spain who is the election official -Armstrong & Okey, Inc., Columbus, Ohio (614) 224-9481
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DIRECTOR LEONARD:

2

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

3
4

Right.
-- from Canal

Winchester.
DIRECTOR LEONARD:

The voter involved,

5

the Deputy Director and I spoke with the voter who

6

cast the provisional ballot in question, and

7

explained to her the circumstances surrounding the

8

current situation, and I was able to obtain an

9

affidavit from the voter addressing the circumstances

10
11

of her casting her ballot.
The reason the ballot was originally

12

rejected was based on the conclusion by staff that

13

there was an indication that the voter had voted

14

twice, once on the machine and by provisional ballot,

15

and there was no explanation in the poll -- the

16

precinct workbook to explain why the individual was,

17

in the pollbook or on the poll pad, having checked in

18

the poll pad and also having cast a ballot.

19

In other instances where that occurred

20

and there was an explanation from the precinct

21

official in the precinct workbook, we accepted that

22

provisional ballot.

23

In this case the -- there was no

24

explanation by any of the polling officials

25

contemporaneous with the circumstances, so there was
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nothing in the precinct workbook that explained why

2

this circumstance existed.

3

ballot was rejected, the provisional ballot was

4

rejected, because we had no way to determine that the

5

voter did not, in fact, vote twice, or voted on the

6

machine and was attempting to vote provisional, and

7

so we rejected the provisional ballot.

And given that, we -- the

8

But having looked into it further, and

9

again we can have information provided by the poll

10

worker as well as the affidavit from the voter

11

themselves.

12

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Let's back up in the

13

narrative so that we understand the situation going

14

into this morning.

15

at a Canal Winchester polling place.

So there was a voter who appeared

16

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

17

MEMBER SINNOTT:

18

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

20

MEMBER SINNOTT:

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

23

MEMBER SINNOTT:

25

Correct.
She cast a vote on a

machine?

22

24

That voter is Jennifer

Mason Broderick.

19

21

Correct.

No.
She did not.

What

happened when Ms. Broderick presented herself?
DIRECTOR LEONARD:

According to the
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affidavit, she indicates that she presented her

2

license, they swiped it.

3

name didn't show up.

4

the polling location, looked for her name and address

5

in the paper log, it was listed as Jennifer Mason at

6

115 Pfeifer Drive in Canal Winchester.

7

read Jennifer Broderick at 115 Pfeifer Drive.

8

they expressed to her at that point you're going to

9

have to vote a provisional ballot, but they had

10

It indicated the -- her

They looked at the paper log at

Her license
And

already processed her through the poll pad.

11

MEMBER SINNOTT:

12

allowed to vote on a machine.

13

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

Although she was not

Correct.

So what it

14

would look like when it got back here was the poll

15

pad said she processed through the machine.

16
17

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:
authority-to-vote slip --

18
19

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

22

She had an

authority-to-vote slip --

20
21

She had an

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

-- to vote on a

machine.
DIRECTOR LEONARD:

-- and she voted a

23

provisional ballot without any explanation in the

24

precinct workbook to explain why is this happening.

25

We've had it happen in other instances in
Armstrong & Okey, Inc., Columbus, Ohio (614) 224-9481
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the county this election, but the poll workers would

2

put an explanation to explain to us on the back-end

3

this is what happened and the voter only cast one

4

ballot.

5

information in the precinct workbook explaining why

6

that circumstance had occurred.

7
8

MEMBER SINNOTT:

So the provisional

ballot made it to the Board, correct?

9

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

10
11

In this particular instance there was no

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Uh-huh.
And what was the Board's

action?

12

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

The Board's

13

action, we had a total of 22 provisional ballots, 20

14

of those in Canal Winchester were accepted, there

15

were two rejected.

16

didn't have a voter registration.

17

particular ballot was rejected because it appeared

18

that the voter had voted twice and, if they voted on

19

a machine, we obviously couldn't accept the

20

provisional ballot.

21
22

One was rejected because a voter

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

And that's why it was

rejected.

23

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

24

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

25

And then this

Right.

So based on the

information the Board has -Armstrong & Okey, Inc., Columbus, Ohio (614) 224-9481
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DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

The Board made

2

the correct decision based on the information they

3

had.

Now there's new information that --

4
5

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Effectively this matter

is coming back for reconsideration?

6

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

Uh-huh.

And we are

7

authorized, under the Ohio Revised Code, to amend and

8

review the circumstances.

9
10

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Does the Secretary's

office agree with that?

11

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

Yes.

I spoke with the

12

Secretary of State's office and they, in fact, felt

13

this was the best method by which to correct the

14

situation here.

15
16

MEMBER SINNOTT:

We still have the

provisional ballot.

17

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

18

provisional ballot.

19

and key.

And we still have the

It's been maintained under lock

20

MEMBER SINNOTT:

21

why don't we first hear from the voter.

22
23
24
25

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

Okay.

Well, let's --

Well, the only thing

we have from the voter is the affidavit.
MEMBER SINNOTT:

I'm sorry.

The voter

isn't with us.
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2

DIRECTOR LEONARD:
and was not able to make it.

3
4

She had to work today

MEMBER SINNOTT:

We do have the poll

worker though?

5

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

6

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

7

We do have the poll

worker.

8
9

Yes.

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Let me read the

affidavit, then we'll hear from the poll worker.

10

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

I don't know, again,

11

if you'd want to accept this as an exhibit after

12

you've reviewed it.

13

court reporter has the original.

The original, I believe our

14

MS. BROWN:

15

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

16

Oh, you have the

original.

17
18

I have it right here.

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Let's mark the affidavit

of Jennifer Mason Broderick as Exhibit A.

19

(EXHIBIT A MARKED FOR IDENTIFICATION.)

20

MEMBER SINNOTT:

21

from the poll worker.

Is the poll worker present?

22

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

23

MR. SPAIN:

24

MEMBER SINNOTT:

25

I'm prepared to hear

Yes.

I'm here.
Please step over to the

lecturn -Armstrong & Okey, Inc., Columbus, Ohio (614) 224-9481
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DIRECTOR LEONARD:
court reporter.

3

MEMBER SINNOTT:

4

(Witness sworn.)

5

MEMBER SINNOTT:

6

-- and be sworn in.

Good morning.

Thank you

for joining us.

7

MR. SPAIN:

8

MEMBER SINNOTT:

9

MR. SPAIN:

10
11

A little closer to the

Not a problem.
What's your name?

It's Charles Spain.

MEMBER SINNOTT:

And, Mr. Spain, what do

you know about Ms. Broderick's ballot?

12

MR. SPAIN:

I do remember the incident.

13

It was just -- at the time it was just like a normal

14

incident that was coming up.

15

MEMBER SINNOTT:

16

MR. SPAIN:

You were a poll worker?

I was a poll worker working

17

as the roster judge.

18

the table.

19

two other roster judges on the right.

20

I was seated in the middle of

The paper judge was on my left side and

She came in, swiped her ID, it didn't

21

come up right away, but then she told us she had just

22

changed her name.

23

name, found it on the pad.

24

change through the pad, through the poll pad.

25

turned it around for her to check everything.

So we did a look-up on the old
I started to do the name
I
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And then, as she completed it, it was

2

mentioned that we needed to do the whole name change

3

paperwork and everything and that's when the paper

4

judge said, well, we can do it provisionally.

5

So I handed him the slip and the

6

paperwork was handed over and she moved over to the

7

paper table to fill out the provisional ballot and do

8

the paperwork that way.

9

It was mentioned we should document this,

10

but then things got busy, so I then moved on to

11

processing other voters.

12

unfortunately just passed it off.

13
14

So, at that point, I

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Did Ms. Broderick

mention why she changed her name?

15

MR. SPAIN:

I didn't ask.

She had

16

another ID with the other name; same address, same

17

photo.

18

starting to do the whole process and that's when it

19

was passed over to the paper judge.

20

I was assuming it was a marriage, but we were

MEMBER SINNOTT:

It sounds as though you

21

have a clear recollection that she did not vote on a

22

voting machine then.

23

MR. SPAIN:

No, she didn't.

24

judge was right beside me.

25

table.

The paper

She didn't leave the

I remember that she didn't leave to go to the
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machines.

2

like right up against the wall and we were all

3

together on the one table, the paper judge and the

4

roster judges.

5
6

She stayed at the table because we were

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Okay.

any questions?

7

MEMBER SEXTON:

8

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

9
10

I don't.
And again, the Board,

if they choose to, want to break to deliberate or
they can simply make a decision.

11

MEMBER SINNOTT:

I don't think we're

12

quite finished with the hearing.

13

Thank you very much.

14

Does anyone have

We appreciate you

coming forward and helping us understand things.

15

MR. SPAIN:

Not a problem.

16

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Thank you.

I believe I heard that

17

the two candidates, who are separated by a single

18

vote in the Canal Winchester election, are both

19

present today?

20
21

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

Both are present

today, yes.

22

MEMBER SINNOTT:

And they are Mr. Toledo.

23

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

24

MEMBER SINNOTT:

25

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

And Ms. Amos.

And Ms. Amos.
A-m-o-s.
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2

MEMBER SINNOTT:
alphabetical order.

Going in

Ms. Amos, are you here?

3

MS. AMOS:

4

MEMBER SINNOTT:

5

Okay.

Yes.
Do you have any evidence

or argument you'd like to present on this subject?

6

MS. AMOS:

Just a few words, please.

7

MEMBER SINNOTT:

8

MS. AMOS:

9

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Just come over.

Thank you.
And if you're going to

10

share observations with us, why don't you go ahead

11

and be sworn in as well.

12

(Witness sworn.)

13

MEMBER SINNOTT:

14

Please, what would you

like to tell us.

15

MS. AMOS:

16

MEMBER SINNOTT:

17

CHAIRMAN PREISSE:

Good morning.

18

MEMBER MARINELLO:

Good morning.

19

MS. AMOS:

20

Good morning.

You can imagine being here is

not my favorite thing.

21

MEMBER SINNOTT:

22

(Laughter.)

23

MS. AMOS:

24
25

Good morning.

It is ours.

Since you're of the Board, I'm

really glad to hear that, that you enjoy this.
This has been a rollercoaster ride for my
Armstrong & Okey, Inc., Columbus, Ohio (614) 224-9481
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family.

This has been up and down.

2

here's your cert, you know, now let's wait for a

3

recount, now let's not, let's -- now we're back

4

questioning everything, now we're certified, you can

5

announce it.

6

exciting."

7

everything changes.

8
9
10

You're elected,

My kids have said, "Oh, this is so
And then I get a knock on my door and

On November 7th, we won the race by 1.
We were waiting for all of the extra ballots to come
in.

11

On November 23rd, I received a message

12

from Bob Toledo on my Facebook account that said,

13

"Jill, I wanted to wish you and your family a Happy

14

Thanksgiving.

15

1 vote held up."

16

auto recount but it won't change.

17

Also, if you have not heard, but your
This will do -- "They will do an
Congrats."

So I have this nice letter that was sent

18

to me, very nice, and I said, "Oh, I haven't heard

19

from Fairfield County, this is so exciting."

20

The recount took place.

I was still up a

21

vote by 1.

22

way, just for the record, has been wonderful to deal

23

with.

24
25

I get a note from Jeff Mackey who, by the

December 9th, I ran into Bob Toledo at
the Craft Fair and he asked me, "Did you hear about
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the ballot?"

2

I said, "No.

I have no idea what you're

3

talking about."

4

failed to mention was that he had put in a records

5

request; a very specific records request.

6

Well, what I did not know, what he

Most voters seeking information would

7

have asked for all the election information, not only

8

the provisionals but the absentee ballots and

9

potentially your log books, your pollbooks, things

10

like that.

To be so specific to ask for the one item

11

that's now being called into question I find to be a

12

little odd.

13

But he said, "But don't worry."

14

"Jill, I told them not to worry about this.

15

over.

16

He said,
This is

You have won."
I also have a statement from the person

17

that was standing next to me that day, who heard the

18

exact same thing I did, where he said, "I asked for

19

this to be over, it's done."

20

Well, to my surprise, I received a knock

21

on my door on Tuesday.

22

my door, very nice, dropping a letter off, and said

23

that Mr. Toledo had put in a request for these

24

records to be pulled.

25

Ms. Suzanne Brown knocked on

I have later found out that there is a
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relationship, outside of the Board of Elections,

2

between the two of them.

3

my concerns that there potentially were lines crossed

4

in this and we just wanted to bring it to your

5

attention.

So you have to understand

6

MEMBER MARINELLO:

7

MS. AMOS:

8
9
10

Between who?

The Brown family and

Mr. Toledo.
MEMBER MARINELLO:
MS. AMOS:

Oh.

Unfortunately, as I've had to

11

tell all of my followers because we've all said,

12

"Yeah, this is so exciting and we're ready."

13

had to tell people, the first thing that has come out

14

of my neighbors' mouths are, "Well, you know they're

15

friends with...."

16

not going into what I can't prove."

17

As I've

And I said, "Stop right there, I'm

All I'm saying is that I've had to call

18

it into question personally the fact that his request

19

was so specific just led me to feel very

20

uncomfortable.

21

I was assured by the Board of Elections,

22

by Ed yesterday, that they did have a conversation

23

and that they are going to speak with the staff and

24

ensure that in the future if there are folks that are

25

related or in the same community as members that are
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in the debate, so to speak, between Mr. Toledo and I,

2

that they will not have conversations that could

3

potentially be misconstrued.

4

And I'm not saying anything was wrong,

5

but you have to admit, from my side, that it just

6

doesn't feel right when very specifically he targeted

7

a provisional ballot, provisional ballots in general.

8

So that's all I wanted to say.

9

I just

wanted it to be on the record that my concerns, I do

10

believe every vote counts and I completely understand

11

revisiting this, but it just did not settle right

12

with me.

13

This is my first time running, not

14

Mr. Toledo's, and he has represented our school

15

district very well in the past.

16

first time running, so this was a very big eye-opener

17

and one that I hope never to write a book on because

18

I'm not sure it would make for a good read, but thank

19

you for your time.

20

MEMBER SINNOTT:

21

MS. AMOS:

22

MEMBER SINNOTT:

It's not -- it is my

Don't leave.

Yes.
I want to make sure I

23

understand what you do know and what you don't know

24

in this instance.

25

MS. AMOS:

Yes.
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MEMBER SINNOTT:

So you believe that

2

Mr. Toledo inquired about papers related to the vote

3

of Ms. Broderick in particular.

4

MS. AMOS:

Not specifically, no.

My

5

question is to whether he was given a -- given

6

information that there could be potentially a problem

7

with a paper.

8

point it out, but it is specific to the provisionals

9

only, not to any of the other ballots that were cast.

10

And he would not have had -- I just don't

His request does not specifically

11

feel like he would have had such a specific request,

12

because he could have asked for the absentee ballots

13

and what was denied out of the absentee as well, or,

14

for the general election, to see the pollbooks and

15

see who did vote.

16

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Ms. Amos, do you have

17

any information that reflects on whether

18

Ms. Broderick did vote at a machine?

19

MS. AMOS:

I do not.

I am not familiar

20

with this person at all.

And I feel absolutely

21

horrible, personally, that she is being dragged

22

through this, because now I have her name and

23

Mr. Toledo has her name, and I just don't feel that's

24

right in the first place.

25

be confidential.

I just -- her vote should

It should be -- you know, everybody
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wants their vote to count, nobody really wants their

2

vote to be public, so in this case it will be.

3

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Well, you understand

4

that there's never going to be a revelation as to how

5

she voted.

6

MS. AMOS:

Oh, I know, and I'm not asking

7

for that.

8

I had some concerns over how this was -- so.

9
10

I just wanted it to be on the record that

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Any other questions for

Ms. Amos?

11

MEMBER SEXTON:

You had stated someone

12

was with you when you were there and you showed a

13

little piece of paper earlier?

14

MS. AMOS:

Is that --

I have a statement from my

15

friend who was -- there was two of us working a craft

16

fair at the high school when Mr. Toledo approached

17

us.

18

that I could bring to court today -- or to bring to

19

the session today.

20

hers says.

21

So I asked her to please write a statement out

And -- and I'll read you what

It says, "To Whom it May Concern:

On

22

Saturday, December 9, 2017, I was assisting Jill Amos

23

in setting up a table at the Canal Winchester Craft

24

Fair.

25

with Jill the results of the November 2017 election.

During this time Bob Toledo was discussing
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I heard him say to her that although there was a

2

group of people encouraging him to look into some

3

extra ballot that was, or was not included in the

4

certified election results, he told them to put it to

5

rest and let her have it.

6

Hatley."

7

MEMBER SINNOTT:

8

MS. AMOS:

9
10

This will be the second time

rest.
MEMBER SINNOTT:

MS. AMOS:

14

MEMBER SINNOTT:

MS. AMOS:

20

All right.

We'll accept

Would you like a copy of his

Facebook post as well?

18
19

Sure.

that as Hearing Exhibit B.

16
17

Would you like that

paper you just read from to be seen by the Board?

13

15

Would you --

that this man has told me that he wanted to put it to

11
12

Sincerely, Joan P.

MEMBER SINNOTT:
it.

If you want to present

It's your choice.
MS. AMOS:

I mean I think that's my main

21

concern is this man has obviously made it very clear

22

that in his opinion I had won several times, and then

23

to have it -- to have to go through this.

24

apologize, I only brought three copies with me.

25

MEMBER SINNOTT:

That's okay.

I

Let's do
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it like this:

Would you give the statement you just

2

read from to the court reporter and she'll mark it

3

Exhibit B.

4

document you want us to see.

We only need a single copy of any

5

MS. AMOS:

6

(EXHIBIT B MARKED FOR IDENTIFICATION.)

7

MEMBER SINNOTT:

8

Okay.

Then the next paper you

want us to see, that will be marked Exhibit C.

9

MS. AMOS:

Thank you.

10

(EXHIBIT C MARKED FOR IDENTIFICATION.)

11

MEMBER SINNOTT:

12

papers you want to submit?

13

MS. AMOS:

14

MEMBER SINNOTT:

15

No.

Then we'll receive both

Anything else you'd like to tell us,
Ms. Amos?

18

MS. AMOS:

19

MEMBER SINNOTT:

20

I think that will be it.

Exhibits B and C then.

16
17

Are there any other

No.

Thank you so much.
Thank you for being here

this morning.

21

All right.

22

If you'll step to the lecturn and be

23

Mr. Toledo?

sworn.

24

(Witness sworn.)

25

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Mr. Toledo, thank you
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for being here this morning.

2

or argument you would like to present on the pending

3

matter?

4

MR. TOLEDO:

Is there any evidence

There is no evidence or

5

argument.

The reality of it is being new to the

6

election process, too, I've only been on the ballot

7

once before, I've never been that close, so I had no

8

idea how it worked.

9

I have known -- we've known each other

10

since our kids played baseball together, so I knew

11

somebody I could call and ask questions to; that was

12

it.

13
14

MEMBER SINNOTT:

You're pointing towards

Suzanne Brown?

15

MR. TOLEDO:

Suzanne Brown.

16

MEMBER SINNOTT:

17

MR. TOLEDO:

Okay.

So she -- the thing that

18

there's something going on behind, there's nothing.

19

She didn't tell me anything I didn't know.

20

reality was we were at the Wine Shop one night and

21

she came up to me and, you know, we were talking and

22

she said there would be an automatic recount.

23

said, "What does that entail?"

24

said, "Is it going to even change?"

25

"Everything is computerized nowadays.

The

I had no idea.

I
I

I said,
How would it
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change?"

2

And she said, "Well, you know, sometimes

3

there can be one or two off or whatever.

4

from absentees.

5

ballots."

6
7

10

It could be from provisional

She goes, "You can always do a records
request."

8
9

It could be

I said, "Well, how do I do it?
put on there?"

What do I

And she gave me examples of how to do

it and that's what I did.

11

There was nothing.

She didn't tell me

12

specifics.

13

who this person is.

14

Heck, the vote could be for Jill.

15

She didn't know anything.

I don't know

I don't know what the ballot is.
I don't know.

Now, with that being said, the first

16

time -- Jill's absolutely 100 percent right -- on

17

Facebook I did congratulate her because I thought the

18

thing was certified.

19

know?

20

out there's one ballot that hasn't been counted out

21

there.

22

I assumed it was over, you

And then I get the records request and find

So then we were at a show this past

23

weekend, and she is right, I said to her the point

24

that there is another ballot in question, I really

25

wished this would be over.

Her exact words that Joan
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Hadley said did not come up, those exact words, I can

2

tell you that right now because I didn't say that.

3

But the reality of it is, I mean, none of

4

us know what this ballot is, but I did spend a lot of

5

my personal money, so I'm just curious to know what

6

the ballot is and where the election -- where the

7

vote went.

8

There is no inside information there.

9

all.

10
11

It could go anywhere.

MEMBER SINNOTT:

And that's

Any questions for

Mr. Toledo?

12

MEMBER MARINELLO:

13

MEMBER SINNOTT:

14

Okay.

None of us know.

No.
Mr. Toledo, thank you

for joining us this morning.

15

MR. TOLEDO:

Thank you.

16

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

I don't know if you'd

17

like to know in terms of sequence of events here at

18

the Board in terms of handling the public records

19

request?

20
21
22

MEMBER SINNOTT:

I -- I don't see any

relevant issue there.
Well, I'll make some observations and

23

then we'll go down the table and see if anyone has

24

something to add.

25

It seems to me as though our main
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objective here ought to be getting it right

2

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

3

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Correct.
I'm informed that we

4

have the statutory authority to reconsider the

5

certification of the vote.

6

significant new information presented to the Board

7

since the time of the exclusion of the provisional

8

ballot.

9

There has been

I am persuaded both by the affidavit of

10

Ms. Broderick and the testimony of the poll worker

11

who dealt with her on Election Day that she was not

12

afforded an opportunity to vote at a machine on

13

Election Day and she did not vote at a machine on

14

Election Day, which would render her provisional

15

ballot the only vote that she cast in the

16

November 2017 election.

17

I -- I can understand the sentiment

18

expressed by Ms. Amos about how once your opponent

19

concedes in politics, that's generally considered to

20

be the final word on the subject.

21

I can remember the -- the first Bush

22

election where the concession was considered

23

important.

24

not of any legal significance; it can't substitute

25

for the outcome of the vote.

But, at the same time, a concession is
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So I don't see any commentary that

2

Mr. Toledo offered about the outcome of the race

3

following the election as being binding or important

4

to this decision.

5

For the reason that I think Ms. Broderick

6

cast only one vote in the November 2017 election and

7

that being on her provisional ballot, my motion is to

8

count that ballot.

9

MEMBER MARINELLO:

10

MEMBER SEXTON:

I agree.

I agree as well.

I

11

think, looking at this, we should -- we should count

12

this ballot and I would second that motion.

13

MEMBER SINNOTT:

It's been suggested to

14

me that our motion then should read that the Board

15

accept the provisional ballot as valid, and authorize

16

the opening, counting, and inclusion in the official

17

canvass of said provisional ballot cast in Canal

18

Winchester in the November 7, 2017, General Election.

19
20

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:
second?

21

MEMBER SEXTON:

22

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

23
24
25

Is there a

Second.
All those in

favor, signify by saying aye.
(Thereupon, all members voted
affirmatively.)
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2

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

All those

opposed, same sign.

3

(No response.)

4

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

5

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Motion carries.

What will be our

6

process, then, for having this ballot counted and

7

included in the --

8
9

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:
ballot under lock and key.

We have had this

And, since it's been out,

10

it's been accompanied by both a Republican and a

11

Democrat.

12

that it's always been sealed in.

13

like to open it here and now, they can do that.

We have the ballot sealed in the envelope
If the Board would

14

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

The --

15

MEMBER MARINELLO:

I'm dying to find out.

16

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

Have the Board open

17

the ballot, review that particular race.

If a vote

18

has been cast for Ms. Amos and Mr. Toledo, the margin

19

of 1 would be sustained.

20

what the vote was in that race.

And so, again, looking for

21

If the vote cast by Ms. -- by the voter

22

results in a tie, the Board should announce that at

23

this point so that then we can give the ballot back

24

to the staff, they can make the changes to the entire

25

canvass report, so they would add any votes that the
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voter had cast for any race, make that change to the

2

canvass, and then we present it back to the Board

3

to -- for it to be recertified.

4

If there's a tie in the race, that the

5

candidates would know right now, we can break that

6

tie, so that when the Board staff comes back with the

7

amended canvass report, the Board can certify and

8

announce who the winner is.

9

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Well, one way or the

10

other, Ms. Broderick's vote on everything is going to

11

be included in the official canvass.

12
13

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

Correct.

But the

only one --

14

MEMBER SINNOTT:

15

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

16

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Yeah.
-- is this race.
Ms. Amos, Mr. Toledo, do

17

you have an objection to our opening the envelope and

18

seeing what's in there now as to your race?

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

MS. AMOS:

I think we're both ready to

get this over with.
MEMBER SINNOTT:

I suspect so.

Well, if

it's agreeable then, why don't -DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

Do you want to

point out where the race is on the ballot?
MEMBER SINNOTT:

I think you're blocking
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the view.

2

(Laughter.)

3

(Provisional ballot is opened and viewed

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

by the Board members.)
DIRECTOR LEONARD:

It doesn't change the

outcome of the race.
MEMBER MARINELLO:

You spoiled the

surprise, Ed.
DIRECTOR LEONARD:
MEMBER SINNOTT:

Sorry.
Ms. Amos, Mr. Toledo, we

can tell you that this does not change the outcome.

12

MS. AMOS:

Okay.

13

MEMBER SINNOTT:

So please go about

14

incorporating this provisional ballot into the

15

official canvass.

16

MEMBER MARINELLO:

Congratulations.

17

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

Carla, was the slip in

18

the envelope?

The authority-to-vote slip?

19

MS. PATTON:

20

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

21

MS. PATTON:

22

No, it is not.
So you're going to --

We're going to include it in

the report of the results.

23

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

And then we'll

24

bring back a report and they we'll certify the

25

results, an amended report, that we will give to the
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Secretary of State's office.

2

While they're doing that, we did have a

3

voter registration challenge, and I'll call on Debbie

4

Roberts to present that.

5

this is a voter registration challenge that we had at

6

a previous meeting of the Board and you had asked for

7

some additional information or clarification.

8
9

And you might remember that

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

If you recall at the

last Board meeting, we were presented with one of the

10

reports relating to the -- relating to the

11

individual, Matthew Nolan Ray, had registered again

12

in Franklin County and there was some -- didn't quite

13

understand the meaning of that, that report.

14

Debbie Roberts will be able to give you some

15

clarification on that report and what it reflects.

16

MS. ROBERTS:

Okay.

And so,

So the chain of

17

events started when this voter updated his voter

18

registration on the SOS site and you can print out

19

what they did do online.

20

It looks like this.

And he registered his name and his

21

address to be 6258 Wexford Woods Drive, Dublin, Ohio

22

43016.

23

it.

24

SOS unless something flagged and it did not.

25

in our system.

So that is done.

It comes across.

We accept

We have no reason not to ever accept it from the
So it's
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And then I print a report every day on

2

duplicates and that is this report that is in

3

question.

4

Licking County.

5

driver's license number, his full name, his middle

6

name, birthdate, last name.

7

we accepted it.

And his name created a duplicate with

8
9

And what matched was his BMV, his

So they merged to us and

The M's on here is what I do that tells
me and is a record that they merged to us and I stamp

10

key and keep the records.

11

here.

12

So now he's our voter

But we sent him an acknowledgment notice

13

which came back, which is on the last page of your

14

group there.

15

-- excuse me.

16

Director Leonard also sent the letter
Let me back up a minute.

So John Worley and his wife challenged

17

him.

18

regular voters.

19

they received mail for this gentleman from us and the

20

Ohio Department of Motor Vehicles addressed to

21

Matthew Ray Nolan and Matthew Nolan Ray.

22

They've owned this home since 1992.

They're

As you can see on the challenge,

He does not live there.

23

find him on his record here.

24

I've tried calling him.

25

so I couldn't leave him a message.

I've tried to

He had a phone number.

His voice mail is not set up
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So my recommendation is that his

2

registration be cancelled.

3

Any questions?

4

CHAIRMAN PREISSE:

Where was -- so when

5

you saw -- when you identified the duplicate name, it

6

was not a duplicate address.

7

MS. ROBERTS:

Right.

It comes across

8

from Licking County.

9

driver's license number, his name, and date of birth.

10

What duplicated was his

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

So what it reflected

11

was he was registering at this time at this Wexford

12

Woods Drive address.

13

MS. ROBERTS:

Yes.

14

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

And according to

15

Mr. Worley's statement in the challenge, he doesn't

16

live there.

17

MS. ROBERTS:

Yeah.

I've even called

18

Licking County to see if maybe he had a spouse, you

19

know, someone else that we could contact, but I don't

20

know where he is.

21

MEMBER SINNOTT:

22

have owned this residence for 25 years?

23

MS. ROBERTS:

24

MEMBER SINNOTT:

25

And you say the Worleys

Yes.
Sounds like the plot

premise of a thriller.
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2

CHAIRMAN PREISSE:

It sounds like

due diligence has been done.

3

MS. ROBERTS:

4

CHAIRMAN PREISSE:

5

Okay.

Yes, it has.
How do you feel with

moving?

6

MEMBER SEXTON:

I'm fine with it.

7

I would move to -- so I would move the

8

Board approve the challenge to vote filed by John

9

Worley of 6258 Wexford Woods Drive, Dublin, Ohio,

10

43016, against Matthew Nolan Ray of 6258 Wexford

11

Woods Drive, Dublin Ohio, 43016, and order that

12

Matthew Nolan Ray's registration be removed in the

13

Franklin County voter file.

14
15

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:
second?

16

CHAIRMAN PREISSE:

17

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

18

All those in

(Thereupon, all members voted
affirmatively.)

21
22

Second.

favor, signify by saying aye.

19
20

Is there a

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

All opposed, same

sign.

23

(No response.)

24

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

25

Thank you, Debbie.

Motion carries.
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2

We're still waiting, it appears, for the
certification numbers.

3
4

Do we want just to move to a discussion
of the employee handbook?

5

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

Right.

And I don't

6

know what the Board members have in front of them,

7

but I'll go ahead and distribute the memo that I

8

prepared, along with David, outlining the changes to

9

the employee manual.

10

The -- what you have in front of you is

11

the memo I drafted, along with the Deputy Director,

12

just to cover the basic concept of what we're doing

13

here.

14

sections of the employee manual.

And then also the second packet is the actual

15

I think we may have discussed before the

16

fact that what we wanted to do is bring our employee

17

handbook or employee manual in line with the County's

18

employee manual.

19

It just seemed to make sense.

It's been 1998 since the last time that

20

our Board handbook had been updated -- yeah -- and we

21

wanted to just make sure we had consistency.

22

thought the best way to do that was to align it with

23

the County's manual.

24
25

I

The other part of it, too, is the
County's manual has been vetted by legal, it's been
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vetted by HR.

2

with Union employees, unionized employees

3

represented, having to live under the employee

4

manual, that it's -- it's been scrutinized quite

5

thoroughly I'm sure, so.

6

And so, the County's HR, they deal

But -- so the first part of the employee

7

manual.

Our current employee manual has no welcoming

8

statement.

9

into the -- into the particular provisions of the

It's just, boom, you start going right

10

employee manual.

11

mirroring the County -- the County Commissioners'

12

general handbook, is to have a provision that kind of

13

welcomes that individual, and recognizes, goes

14

through an acknowledgment that they are receiving the

15

handbook, so that we can document, so that no

16

employee can say, "Well, I never got a copy of it."

17

And then, from this point forward, once

18

we do approve the final version, that the employees

19

will have -- we'll have a record that every employee

20

has received the most current.

21

to update it, we'll be able to update it easily

22

without having to go through all kinds of page number

23

changes.

24
25

So we felt it appropriate to,

And if we ever need

The employee expectation section of it.
If you go through a couple of pages you'll have a
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table of contents, which we didn't have or I've never

2

seen in our current manual, but it has a table of

3

contents that goes through what sections of the

4

employee manual and where do you find it.

5

But the first section deals with ethics.

6

Again, it's very, again, consistent with the County

7

Commissioners' policy and consistent with the Ohio

8

Revised Code.

9

You'll find the -- at Section 10.04 is

10

the employee, page 1 of 1, the ethics section.

11

goes through -- again, it's all fairly

12

straightforward sections.

13

reporting section in the manual.

14

these provisions, but these -- the County

15

Commissioners' policy breaks it into very specific

16

divisions for each subject.

17

Ethics.

It

There's a fraud
We've had some of

Nondiscrimination, civility in the

18

workplace and then an anti-harassment policy.

19

the Americans with Disabilities, it would mirror the

20

County's policy with regard to our ADA compliance

21

when it comes to one another.

22

And

In the memo I pointed out a particular

23

section that the Commissioners actually have a

24

section that deals with, under employee expectations,

25

deals with workplace violence, and that -- our -- our
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current -- I should say our current handbook has

2

something on workplace violence and that would be

3

replaced by the section in the Commissioners' manual

4

that deals with civility in the workplace.

5

that's a broader range of behaviors that could be

6

detrimental in the workplace but don't necessarily

7

rise to the level of physical violence.

8
9

And

So the Board of Elections' handbook had a
provision that dealt with workplace violence; it

10

talked about physical violence.

11

Commissioners, the County policy manual has a broader

12

discussion of civility in the workplace and, again,

13

deals with things that don't necessarily rise to the

14

level of physical violence but are necessary for us

15

to have a policy addressing those.

16

And let's see.

The County

And then the second

17

section I mentioned about sexual harassment.

18

Board of Commissioners' policy doesn't have a

19

specific section that addresses sexual harassment.

20

It deals with that as one of the items under -- under

21

the anti-harassment policy in the Commissioners'

22

handbook.

23

The

What we would intend to do, between now

24

and when you finalize a policy handbook, is to draft

25

a specific sexual harassment policy.

I think under
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the circumstances that we're seeing in this day and

2

age, I think it's appropriate for this Board to have

3

a specific policy that addresses sexual harassment.

4

And so, we're working with our HR specialist to help

5

put that together, so that when we finally do approve

6

this in the coming months that we'll have a specific

7

policy addressing sexual harassment.

8
9

And then finally there's just employment
related, further on in the book in the sections

10

under -- you'll see, you know, confidentiality

11

requirements, how to handle public records, nepotism

12

policy.

13

green policy.

14

Again, it's all fairly straightforward.

A

And then, again, some of the other are,

15

when you get into Section 20, Section 21, those just

16

deal with employment-related activity like we have

17

seasonal employees, the categories of employment.

18

You're a full-time employee, you can be a part-time

19

employee, or you may be a seasonal employee.

20

Personnel files, your service credit.

21

Again, having a specific section in our handbook that

22

deals with the employee, making sure that they notify

23

us of prior service, so we can make sure they're

24

getting all their service -- so we can make sure

25

they're getting all their service credit.
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And then, finally, the last section is

2

the section under the 30s.

3

believe it's 33-01.

4

regard to specific benefits.

5

Section 30-01 through, I

And again, those are all with

Our current handbook that we're operating

6

under, it has one category that talks about all the

7

fringe benefits that employees would have.

8

this policy manual would actually have a specific

9

section that deals with each and gives -- really the

10

purpose of it would be to give the employee a fuller

11

explanation of the benefits.

12

And so,

So you have a brand new employee who gets

13

this packet or gets this copy of the manual, it will

14

give them a more-detailed explanation of the benefits

15

that they're entitled to.

16

So for these three sections it would give

17

them an explanation of expectations, it would give

18

them an explanation of the, you know, how to deal

19

with employee records, and confidentiality, and then

20

finally it would deal with their benefits.

21

What we're intending to do in this is to

22

present you with the first three sections, give you

23

some time to look through these, ask questions if you

24

have questions.

25

meeting we could deal with the next three sections,

And then we would, at the next
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the 40s, the 50s, and the 60s.

2

final meeting to address the handbook, we could

3

address the 60s, 70s, 80s, and 90s.

4
5

MEMBER SINNOTT:

And then the

So you're working in

concert with the HR Department at the County?

6

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

7

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Uh-huh.
And you're developing an

8

employee handbook that is very similar to the County

9

employee --

10

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

Correct.

11

MEMBER SINNOTT:

12

The Acknowledgment of Receipt that is in

-- manual.

13

this sample, is it drawn directly from the one that

14

the County uses?

15

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

16

MEMBER SINNOTT:

Yes.
Okay.

Many County

17

employees are part of a collective bargaining unit,

18

so there is a contract of employment that governs

19

their employment.

20

We do say that the handbook is not a

21

contract of employment.

And I'm interested in Tim's

22

thought on this.

23

statement that the employee acknowledges that he's an

24

employee at will?

25

the Board's employees; they serve at the pleasure of

Would we be wise to include the

Which is essentially the status of
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the Board.

Is that something you would want to see

2

in the acknowledgment, Tim?

3

MR. LECKLIDER:

It wouldn't hurt.

4

MEMBER SINNOTT:

That's kind of my

5

thought, too, it wouldn't hurt.

6

it's going to be all that helpful because it's

7

abundantly clear that all of the employees are

8

employees at will of the Board.

9

CHAIRMAN PREISSE:

I don't know that

It's abundantly clear

10

because we know it or because we could point to words

11

somewhere?

12

MEMBER SINNOTT:

We could point to the

13

statute and we could point to decades of practice and

14

probably even our annual resolution of hiring the

15

Board's staff, but it wouldn't hurt, and it's

16

something in the private sector that an employer

17

would want to have in there.

18

helpful addition.

19

part of the County's standard Acknowledgment Of

20

Receipt, but our standard is different.

21

I think it would be a

I can understand why it's not a

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

We will do that.

And

22

the idea would be that, going forward, they would get

23

-- is they would get a -- whenever there's an update

24

then they could just get an electronic version and

25

acknowledge that update.

So it would simplify that
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process.

2
3

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

So if the Board

would like to see that, we can easily add that.

4

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

And so, again, you can

5

take that with you if you haven't had a chance to

6

review it prior to today's meeting.

7

additional questions or comments, we could take those

8

up at the next meeting when we go into the next third

9

of the employee handbook.

10

If you have some

The idea would be to consider the first

11

third today, the next third at January's meeting, and

12

then the final third of it at the February meeting.

13

And then, at that time, we would take a vote to

14

approve the manual as a whole, okay?

15

MEMBER SINNOTT:

16

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

17

Sure.
Are we prepared to

move forward?

18

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

Any other

19

discussion on the employee handbook?

20

want to just quickly describe what you brought to the

21

Board?

22

MS. PATTON:

If not, do you

The first document I handed

23

you, which is in the upper left-hand corner, is

24

labeled "Franklin County Only" and in the right-hand

25

corner is labeled "Official Results - Amended."
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My counterpart and I canvassed the

2

ballot, the ballot that was ordered to be opened, and

3

included that count into that report.

4

Franklin County only results with the ballot included

5

that was in question today.

6
7

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

So we need to

recertify --

8
9

So that shows

MS. PATTON:

We recommend that you

certify those results.

10

The other document that was handed to you

11

was the "Most Populous" report that would also

12

include the overlapping county totals in the race,

13

but we need to certify the Franklin County only

14

results.

15
16

MEMBER SEXTON:

I just had a question.

Are we certifying or recertifying or?

17

MS. PATTON:

18

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

19

MR. MACKEY:

20

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

21

MS. PATTON:

22
23

Recertifying.
Recertifying.

Amending our certification.
Amending our --

We need to certify to amend

the official results.
MEMBER SEXTON:

So I'll make a motion.

24

would move that the Board amend and certify and

25

declare as final the official canvass of votes cast

I
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at the November 7th election as amended and

2

identified in the reports provided by the staff.

3

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

4

CHAIRMAN PREISSE:

5

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

6

All those in

(Thereupon, all members voted
affirmatively.)

9
10

Second.

favor, signify by saying aye.

7
8

Is there --

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

All opposed, same

sign.

11

(No response.)

12

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

13

I don't believe there's anything else to

14

come before the Board today.

15

DIRECTOR LEONARD:

16

head into the holiday party.

17

welcome to join us.

18
19

We are prepared to
The Board members are

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

MEMBER SINNOTT:

21

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

There is.
Is there a

second?

23

MEMBER SEXTON:

24

DEPUTY DIRECTOR PAYNE:

25

Is there a motion

to adjourn?

20

22

Motion carries.

Second.
All those in

favor, signify by saying aye.
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